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WINNERS’Circle
HiTouch, New Jersey Dealer,
Acquires MyOfficeProducts
Congratulations to Howard Brown and his team at HiTouch in Saddle
Brook, New Jersey, who last month announced the acquisition of
Brentwood, Tennessee-based MyOfficeProducts. Terms of the deal
were not disclosed.
HiTouch executives said the deal makes the combined companies the
largest independent business services company in the country, extending its reach to 25 states and 54 markets, and increasing its number of employees to 500.
Howard is, of course, no stranger to mega-deals. He used strategic
acquisitions to grow his previous company, Allied Office Products, to
annual sales of $375 million before its purchase by Office Depot in
2006.
Now, he’s trying to do the same thing with HiTouch, which he and his
son Michael founded last May, just two days after their non-compete
clauses with Office Depot expired.
MyOfficeProducts will continue to use that brand name, and all of its
employees will retain their jobs, the company said.

A Welcome Gift from
the U.S. Conference
of Mayors
Don’t look know, but it’s beginning to seem a lot like Christmas, at least if the signals emanating from the U.S. Conference of Mayors offer any indication.
In a recent issue of their U.S. Mayor newspaper, the organization—whose members include over 1,200 cities with a population of 30,000 or more—presented a compelling argument
for making small businesses the office products suppliers of
choice for local government.
Much of that argument, not surprisingly, focused on the new
U.S. Communities/Los Angeles County contract awarded to
is.group, and along the way, there were some pretty impressive points made about small businesses in general and the
many contributions they make to their communities and to
our overall economy.
For instance:

Friends Business Source, Ohio Dealer,
Purchases Hicks Office Plus in PA
Congratulations are in order for Ken Schroeder and his team at
Friends Business Source in Findlay, Ohio, who last month expanded
its trading territory with the purchase of fellow independent Hicks Office Plus, located in Hermitage, Pennsylvania.
The deal was a perfect fit for both companies, explains Ken. “Hicks is
also an is.group and United brands independent dealer and with this
new venture, we will seek to eliminate duplicate tasks for our people
and gain efficiencies in operations.”
Hicks will operate as a wholly owned subsidiary of Friends and continue to do business as Hicks Office Plus, a Friends Business Source
Company.
John Hicks, President of Hicks Office Plus, is proud of where the company stands. “We have been awarded several times by is.group and
United and we’ve received awards multiple years from Canon as a
dealer. Our new partnership with Friends came about because both
companies have similar infrastructures, strategies, and experience.
Our success will come from our shared knowledge and understanding
of the office supply industry.”

n In California, a recent study found small business accounts
for 99.2% of all employer firms and drives the state’s economic
engine.
n Small businesses accounted for over 92% of the net new
jobs creation between 1989 and 2003, according to an analysis
by the U.S. Small Business Administration of data from the U.S.
Census Bureau.
n Of the total 21.8 million jobs created between 1989 and 2003,
small businesses under 20 employees created 18.6 million jobs,
small businesses with between 20 and 500 employees created
1.5 million jobs, and large businesses and companies (with over
500 employees) created only 1.7 million jobs.
We suspect that none of this will come as any great surprise
to most of our readers but it’s still a wonderful thing to see
an organization with the clout of the U.S. Conference of Mayors get on the Buy Local bandwagon.
We couldn’t say it any better than the USCM itself: Where you
buy your pencils is good for your city and your community.
That’s a great message—not just for this very special season,
but for any time of the year!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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The #1 Software Provider for the Office Products Industry

Build Your Business
For Success
ECi supplies all the
building blocks you need
to grow your business.
ECi is the only office products
software provider that can be called
a true single-source solution. How?
• Easy-to-use tools that can boost sales
• Automate business processes
• Optimize delivery systems
• And much more!

4

Use Tax breaks to SAVE
on ECi products. Ask us how.

Demo DDMS and get a $25 gift card!*

www.ecisolutions.com/Build

Member of

866.374.3221 • www.ecisolutions.com • info@ecisolutions.com
*New customers only. Certain restrictions apply—contact us for details.

Winner’s Circle - continued from page 2
Following the announcement, Friends’ machines division was sold
to Perry Corporation in Lima, Ohio. Friends said it expects this
transaction will enable the business a more focused growth progression, an offering of streamlined services and a thorough level
of experience amongst all employees.

The impact of the deal is already being felt. “We are excited to
share that the retail space in our location is currently being expanded in order to display furniture, increase our supplies selection, and add a scrapbooking section,” said Deb.

“We will now have the opportunity to truly focus on what we do
best,” says Dale Alt, senior vice president of operations for
Friends. “Our customers know us for our excellence in customer
service, and we will now have the reach needed and the tailoring
necessary to improve even more through this expansion.”

Sixty Years and Counting for Mule-Durel, New
Orleans Independent

South Dakota Dealers Office Peeps and Office
Necessities Announce Merger
Watertown, South Dakota-based Office Peeps expanded its market coverage last month, with the announcement that Office Necessities in Huron, South Dakota, about 100 miles to the
southwest, has become part of the company. Deb Ahrens, who
founded Office Necessities in 2001, will serve as manager of the
Huron market.
“These two companies share a similar attitude about our customers being our friends, and I am excited about what our capabilities will be as we make this change,” Deb said.

In New Orleans, the husband and wife team of Ray and Sylvia Hingle have had something special to celebrate this year as MuleDurel, Inc., the dealership they bought back in 1989, marks its
60th year of service to the Big Easy’s business community.
The dealership was founded in 1950 as an office supply house by
two friends, Mr. Mule and Mr. Durel. Office supplies remains a big
part of the business today, but the mix has broadened out significantly, adding furniture, jan-san and breakroom products to provide a genuine one-stop resource for its customers.
And despite the challenges of recent years—just about everything
from the ravages of Hurricane Katrina to the current downturn—
business has been “pretty good,” Sylvia reports. Our congratulations on a landmark that any dealership can be proud of and here’s
to the next 60 years!

continued on page 6
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No one can tell the future

But we know we’re in it!

We already bring the highest quality product to the market
and we continue to improve all facets of our business. We
are strong, committed and dedicated to supporting all our
valued customers for years to come.
©2010 Shachihata USA. All rights reserved. Xstamper is a registered trademark of Shachihata Inc. Harbor City, CA

Winner’s Circle - continued from page 4
eration earlier this year—and office furniture showing some encouraging signs of life in the shape of several potential new projects.

Business Show Honors for McShane’s
Business Products, Indiana Dealer
If you’re planning on participating in any kind of local business
show, success requires a whole lot more than just showing up.
Just ask Brian McShane and his team at McShane’s Business
Products in Munster, Indiana.
McShanes recently was among the exhibitors at their local chamber Business Expo and they went the extra mile and then some
to draw traffic and make a statement, not only about the products
and services they offer but also about their role as a locally owned
and operated business in the community.

Sounds like the Brown & Saenger team are well on the way to optimizing their own business for next year. Let’s hope they’re not
the only ones!

Northern Virginia Independent Pat Miller Delivers
Keynote Address at Statewide Conference for
Women Entrepreneurs

The result: Not only did the dealership’s team have a good time
at the show, but they also beat out about 50 other exhibitors to
earn honors as the Most Creative Booth.
In addition to showcasing its products and services, the booth
featured a prize wheel to encourage people to come in for a
chance at some great giveaways and an eye-catching McShane's
Mannequin to further draw traffic.
Also generating plenty of interest were custom etched bottles from
McShane’s Total Graphic Solutions, the dealership’s promotional
products division. “Custom Etched Bottles are one of the most
unique and popular items for Holiday Gifts for us this season,” reports McShanes’ Erin Rhodes. “They are the perfect way to show
appreciation to clients, employer/employees.”
And as for the show itself? “Overall, it was very successful for our
company,” Erin said. “Our main goal was to design a booth that
was unique enough to make an impression by standing out from
the others at the show. We managed to get some leads, and make
contact with current, as well as prospective clients.”
And if that wasn’t enough, the dealership went out and did it all
again the following week for another local chamber show, this time
with a Halloween theme at the booth. No awards this time, but the
booth drew about twice the number of attendees, so nobody’s
complaining too much!

Brown & Saenger Product Show Helps
‘Optimize Business’ for 600-Plus Attendees

In a dynamic and inspiring keynote presentation, Pat shared her
story about how a part-time job in a office supply store in the late
1960s led to her becoming chief executive of what is today the
largest woman-owned office products dealership in the Washington-Baltimore area.
Pat paid moving tribute to her parents, whose commitment to hard
work and determination she said left her with the two most important lessons that have guided her entire life.
She also said her family taught her you don’t go it alone. “You have
to learn from and trust other people,” Pat stressed.

“Optimize Your Business” was the theme of Brown & Saenger’s 2010
Product Show and with close to 50 vendors on display, there were
plenty of opportunities for the 600-plus attendees to do just that.
The Sioux Falls, South Dakota-based independent added a new
wrinkle to their show this year, with VIP hours for some 75 special
customers who came in ahead of the rest to preview the show
and meet with vendors and Brown & Saenger staff.
Business at the dealership has been “steady,” reports Brown &
Saenger general manager, Deb Gunderson, with promotional
products—the company acquired a specialty screen printing opDECEMBER 2010

Hard work, determination, and the ability and confidence to depend on others are the three key elements to business success,
Miller’s Office Products president Pat Miller told over 300 aspiring
entrepreneurs at the 2010 Virginia Women’s Conference in Richmond last month.

She challenged her audience at look at themselves and ask two
key questions: “What do I love doing and what do I do well?” To
be successful, look for the overlap, Pat urged.
She also highlighted discipline as a key secret to success. “The
great equalizer in life is time,” Pat contended. “We all get the same
24 hours a day and we all have distractions,” Pat admitted, but
she offered an inspiring example of what can happen when you
overcome those distractions and truly make the most of your time.
“For me,” she explained, “my best work was done from 2 a.m. in
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Local Service, Nationwide and Beyond

AOPD’s only purpose—
to develop national programs
with consistent,
competitive pricing, and
dedicated local service

AOPD customers enjoy the benefits of a national
purchasing program including competitive pricing,
extensive product selection, and accurate summary
invoicing and reporting. In addition, they enjoy the
advantages of working with a local committed distributor
including unparalleled levels of customer service, order
fulfillment, and problem resolution. All of AOPD’s locally
owned and operated dealers take an active role in their
business communities. When a customer purchases
their office products from an AOPD dealer, they know
that their dollars will stay local and help finance the
infrastructure of their community!

That’s us.
That’s AOPD.
AOPD Corporate Location
1652 E. Main Street, Suite 220
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
630.761.0600 | Fax 630.761.0691 | www.aopd.com

Winner’s Circle - continued from page 6
the morning until 2 in the afternoon. I still needed sleep. So I gave
up night-time television decades ago. And what I have missed?
Not much that matters in my big picture.”

n The owner of the general store in rural Virginia where she
got her first job, who never raised his voice or made disparaging remarks against anyone.

Pat stressed she was not telling her audience to give up nighttime TV, but instead, just look for something that takes time but
doesn’t mean much and cut back.

n Her top business advisor in the 1980s and 1990s, who tragically died suddenly from heart disease in 1998.

“An extra hour or two a day can be the difference between failure
and success,” she argued.
In explaining the importance of determination, Pat stressed the
need to have a purpose in your business career. Her purpose, she
said has remained unchanged since the day she first opened the
doors at her dealership.
“It is still about survival and success,” Pat said, which she defined
as “a roof, food and no-debt—for me, my family, my business
partner and my employees and for my community!”
Pat also acknowledged the many mentors and business partners
and associates who have not only made for her success over the
years, but also help her help others be successful. They included:
n One of her first customers, who helped her put together a
business plan and coached her on negotiating the bank loan
that enabled her to buy the store that eventually became
Miller’s Office Supply.

DECEMBER 2010

n Miller’s current EVP Wayne Stillwagon, who first came to
work for Pat as a part-time clerk in 1976, worked his way up
the organization and became a minority owner in 1994.
n Longtime employees like operations manager Sue Olinger,
sales rep Nancy Femrite, warehouse supervisor Brittany
Krueger and delivery driver Mike Hawkins.
n Her husband Roger, who by being outside her business and
unconditionally committed to her success has given “different
perspectives, as well as emotional support that no one else
can.”
Added Pat, “The one thing I have learned in the business world is
that there is no resting on my laurels, and almost every day is an
emotional roller coaster, with lots of options, hard choices, and
good and bad consequences.”
And, she concluded, “The less I go it alone, the more successful
I become!”

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Winner’s Circle - continued from page 8
PA Dealer Newtown Office Supply Walks the Walk
in Support of Local MS Fundraiser

Delaware Valley in support of the 400,000 people living in the U.S.
with the devastating effects of multiple sclerosis.
By the time, they had finished, the Wickmans had raised over
$10,000. David himself came in as the second largest fundraiser
out of the 300 or so who participated in the event.
As David explained in a recent issue of his local MS Society chapter newsletter, there are some very personal reasons for his support of efforts to find a cure.
In addition to friends and other family members with MS, David’s
wife Dorree was diagnosed with MS in 1984. Since then, he writes,
“Dorree has been an inspiration to all of our family as she continues to have a positive attitude and remains fun and full of life.”
Adds David, “I believe I can make a difference in the fight to find
a cure for MS. I think we are getting closer every day to finding a
cure, and hope one will be found in my lifetime, but if not, definitely
in my daughters’ lifetimes.”

The Wickmans get ready to hit the road for a good cause.
As last month’s cover story indicated, there is never any shortage
of good dealers doing good deeds to benefit worthy causes.
This month, the good deeds spotlight turns to the suburbs of
Philadelphia and David Wickman and his team at Newtown Office
Supply.
David and his daughters Alex and Melinda recently participated
in Challenge Walk MS, a two-day, 30-mile hike through the

David’s family and their story is truly inspiring and we are pleased
and proud to have the opportunity to share it with our readers. If
you’d like to add your support to the cause, just point your
browser to the Greater Delaware Valley MS Chapter web site
(http://www.nationalmssociety.org/chapters/pae/index.aspx) to
get started.
continued on page 10
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Feller Business Solutions, Chicago Dealer,
Launches Innovative Re-Branding Effort
Most of the details are under wraps right now and will probably
stay that way for several months, but in Chicago, Wendy Pike and
her team at Feller Business Solutions have embarked on an ambitious new re-branding effort and they’re drawing on marketing
resources most of us only get to dream about.

bring fresh perspectives and also energize us by their excitement
about the project,” Wendy says. “It’s also giving Fellers great exposure to the Notre Dame community and its alums and we’re
even talking to them about selling them some office supplies!”

New Home for S.T.O.P. Office
Supplies, Atlanta Area Dealer

Those resources come as the result of their participation in an innovative new program organized by the Marketing Dept. at the
University of Notre Dame’s Mendoza College of Business.

In Douglasville, Georgia, about 15 miles south of Atlanta, Rusti
Riggs and her team at S.T.O.P. Office Supplies have just about finished unpacking all the boxes after moving to a new location.

The University has put together a strategic design and marketing
agency, known as BraND-it, made up of select undergraduate and
MBA students from a variety of majors and guided by Notre Dame
business faculty and senior marketing executives from the likes
of Procter & Gamble and CP+B, an award-winning ad agency
whose clients include Microsoft, Coca Cola, Old Navy and other
major brands.

S.T.O.P. is still very much in the retail business and the new 3,000
sq. ft. store, just two blocks away from their old home, features
copy and notary services, custom stamps and printing, specialty
signs and school supplies in addition to standard office supplies
and office furniture.

Fellers, who is also working with the Pure Red ad agency on its
re-branding, was just one of two companies selected for the initial
rollout of the program and even though the effort is just getting
underway, it’s clear, reports Wendy, that it will bring some major
positive changes to the dealership.
Official launch of the new brand isn’t due to take place until next
July, but already a new name for the dealership has been developed. Next up: a new logo, a new web site and a new look for the
dealership’s social media initiatives. Plus, some exciting new marketing campaigns the team is putting together for the new year.

Rusti herself has office supplies pretty much as part of her DNA.
Her father Denny Singleton founded the business in 1982 and
Rusty says she first started working there at the ripe old age of
12!
We’re guessing there’s some kind of statute of limitations on child
labor laws in Georgia. Either way, Rusti didn’t sound too concerned about all that when we talked to her. She sounded instead
like she’s enjoying the initial response to the new store and getting
ready for an official grand opening next month.

“It’s been great to work with such talented young students who

in memoriam:
Paul Miller of Yuletide Office Solutions
Paul Jerome Miller, founder of Memphis-based Yuletide Office Solutions, died November 15. He was 88.
Paul founded Yuletide in 1972 after a successful career in the family publishing business. His son Chris is
the company’s current president and several representatives of the family’s third generation also work in the
business.
He was predeceased by his wife of sixty-four years, Ernestine Miller, and is survived by his six children—
Wayne, Gary, Paul, Chris, Terry, and Michelle Miller—13 grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Memorials in his name may be made to the Church Health Center in Memphis (www.churchhealthcenter.org)
or the Make a Wish Foundation of the Mid-South (www.midsouth.wish.org).
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Secrets of SUCCESS

n Ribbons and Rolls, Inc.
Richmond, Virginia
n Shawn and Inger
Stahr, owners
n Supplies, Furniture,
Printers, Service
n Founded: 1992

n Sales: $4 million
n Employees: 19
n Partners: TriMega,
United Stationers
n Online Sales: 35%
n www.rrsupplies.com

When Shawn Stahr graduated from college, he went to work as a copier salesman. Customers would ask for paper and
other copier supplies, but when the owner
refused to stock them, Shawn and his wife
started their own supply business, with
their garage as warehouse and the kitchen
table as office. That was 1992.
“It was tough going for a few years,” Shawn
recalls. “Our customers were mostly restaurants and convenience stores.”

Looking for Business
in all the Right Places
by Jim Rapp
nication network but also to manage the
entire operation at the lowest possible
cost, so we started a new division, which
we call ‘R&R Print Management Solutions,’’’ Shawn continued.

He made another interesting point that I’m
sure other dealers have found to be true,
that small customers can be profitable customers if you pay attention to what they
want and have a good drop ship program.

R&R is basically a consulting business, although they also service printers. The
idea, Shawn explains, is to look at a company’s total printing costs, then make recommendations to reduce those costs.

“We supply a lot of home offices, so our web
site becomes an increasingly important part
of our marketing effort,” he continues.

“What’s your secret to success?” I asked.

“To grow our business via the Web. The
younger generation goes directly to the
Web—this is where they go shopping and
this trend will accelerate in the next few
years as the baby boomers move out and
generations X and Y move in.”

In 1996, as their business increased, they
were able to move out of the garage and
into a small warehouse and office.

“It’s no secret at all,” Shawn replied. “First,
we listen to our customers, and I mean
‘really listen.’ We give them what they
need—find out their pains and their plans,
and then help them be successful.”

“Some customers started asking about
printers, so we got into toner and inkjets,
then added a few other supplies and it just
sort of grew from there,” Shawn explained.

“Another element is our team effort. We try
to get everyone involved in decision-making and figuring out what we’re doing right
and what we’re doing wrong, so we can
move forward.”

And grow they did. Soon they were calling
on offices and other businesses, and became a full-line office supply and furniture
dealer. Today, only about 20% of their dollar volume comes from the retail segment.

Supports Local Business

Focusing on Print Management
“Early on, as the market shifted from analog to digital, we saw the need for offices
to not only develop a printing and commuDECEMBER 2010

Ribbons and Rolls is a big supporter of
local businesses, working with their local
retail merchants association.
“Buy local is a big deal in Richmond,”
Shawn says. “Retail stores don’t use a lot
of office supplies, but we serve them all,
and this has helped us get better known
in the city.”
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“What are your plans for the future?” I
asked.

“We have made an extraordinary effort to
get our name out there,” Shawn says. “A
number of our people are on Facebook
and other social media. That, along with
customer compliments, has produced
new business straight from the Internet.
These are customers we found without
knocking on any doors. It amounts to over
$10,000 a month and continues to grow.”
Shawn and Inger Stahr have come a long
way from their kitchen table office and
with their entrepreneurial spirit, I predict
they have a lot further to go.
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BSA Hosts 2010 Industry Forum

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

president and CEO Mike Gentile told BSA
members. “It proves we can be competitive and service the public sector as well
if not better than the big boxes and it
forces the big boxes to take a look at how
they manage themselves,” he contended.
AOPD chairman Bill Jones described the
win as the beginning of a long-term trend,
as state and local government buyers
seek to increase their purchasing from
local business. “You’ve got a perfect
buyer,” he suggested. “State and local
government buyers would like to buy from
small business if only because they have
quotas in that area they need to fill.”

BSA president Joe Templet (left), with 2010 BSA Leadership Award honoree Jess Beim and Irwin
Helford, recipient of the association’s inaugural Legend of the Industry Award.
Recent wins by independents over their
big box competitors in the state and local
government market, dramatic shifts in the
relationship between dealers groups and
wholesalers, the need for industry manufacturers to increase their support of the
independent dealer channel and for the
channel as a whole to make more and better use of its technology investment.
These were among the topics of a broadranging panel discussion on the industry’s
future at the 2010 Forum of the Business
Solutions Association (BSA) in Scottsdale.
The meeting brought together industry
manufacturers, wholesalers, independent
rep organizations and dealer groups for a
DECEMBER 2010

series of panel discussions on key industry topics, one-on-one meetings between
business partners and networking events.
Front and center for the panel discussion,
which was moderated by Bob Compagno
of Pinnacle Partners Consulting, was
is.group’s recent takeover of the U.S.
Communities office supplies contract from
Office Depot and TriMega’s new Point Nationwide national account program.
“The U.S. Communities win bodes well for
the entire independent dealer channel because it opens up entire public sector
business for independents to be able to
compete either on their own or through
their groups or consortiums,” is.group
INDEPENDENT DEALER

United Stationers’ vice president of marketing Laura Gale offered a similar perspective. “The time is very ripe for the
independent resellers to play in the state
and local government market space,” she
contended.
TriMega president Charlie Cleary hailed
the wholesalers’ increased role in the
dealer group’s national and regional account efforts.
“From a buying group perspective, it’s terrific that both wholesalers have stepped
up in support of independents like never
before,” he said. “United Stationers has
made a huge difference in being able to
obtain the US Communities business,
while S.P. Richards is supporting our Point
Nationwide national account effort. And
it’s working!”
is.group’s Gentile stressed that the industry has not seen the last of major changes
and paradigm shifts by any means.
continued on page 14
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Industry News - continued from page 12
“The change movement is here to stay,” Gentile declared and he
urged industry manufacturers to get on board.
“The dealer groups have changed, the wholesalers have changed
and the end users have changed,” Gentile said. “Now, we need
manufacturers to change as well. You all need to put more action
where the words are when it comes to supporting the independent
dealer. You have hordes of people going out there to support the
big boxes but your coverage of the independent channel is a bit
anemic at times,” Gentile lamented.
S.P. Richards’ senior vice president of marketing Jim O’Brien offered his analysis of the way change has affected the wholesaler.
“It’s almost a disservice to describe wholesalers just as wholesalers today,” he maintained. “We’re logistics partners, we’re marketing partners and we’re trying to find the right tools and
functionality and invest in them to help independent dealers
grow.”
One key dimension, when it comes to dealer tools is technology,
and ECi president and CEO Ron Books had some challenging
words to offer BSA members.
Independent dealers, he argued, are competing with companies
like Staples and Office Depot, whose annual investment in technology can reach as much as $40-50 million, just on e-commerce
alone.

Next year’s BSA Forum is scheduled for October 17–21 in San
Antonio. For more information, visit www.businesssolutionsassociation.com

BSA Recognizes Industry Leaders, Mfr.
Innovation at Annual Meeting
At the BSA Forum, the association recognized two longtime office products veterans for their contributions to
the industry and paid tribute to several manufacturers for
excellence in new product development.
BSA presented former Avery executive Jess Beim with
its 2010 Leadership Award, while former Viking Office
Products president and CEO Irwin Helford received the
association’s inaugural Legend of the Industry Award.
The 2010 Innovation of the Year Awards were presented
to Baumgarten’s Inc. and 3M. 3M won in the standard
business products category for its MPro 150 Pocket LCD
Projector, while Baumgarten’s received the new Green
Products Award for its Conserve Planet-Friendly Cleaning
Tabs Kit.

Close to 100 Dealers Attend Office Biz, Northern
California Education and Networking Event

The independent dealer technology spend, he contended, is too
fragmented to be able to adequately match what the competition
is doing and he argued, not only for increased investment in technology but for a more focused investment.
In addition to the discussion on the industry’s future, other panels
featured equally thought-provoking explorations of changing end
user needs and the present and future state of technology use in
the industry.
The most revealing comment from the end user panel was that
price was not always the determining factor on why a company
chooses a particular supplier or product; rather, it was service, dependability and trust. There was also discussion about the continuing need for printed catalogs even though much of the
information is available electronically.
A key focus of the technology panel was the challenges posed by
the many different communications platforms and content management standards within the industry.
In response to concerns about those issues raised at the meeting,
BSA has set up a special Task Group charged with developing
content management standards.
BSA President Joe Templet commented, “This year’s event was
clearly a success. Each participant with whom I have talked said
the value received was well worth the time, money and effort to
attend. It is quite obvious to me that we are meeting the demand
of the industry for a Forum, and we will continue down this road.”
DECEMBER 2010

Close to 100 dealer representatives attended this year’s Office Biz event.
Education and networking were front and center for independents
in Northern California last month, as close to 100 dealer personnel
from 35 different companies gathered for Office Biz 2010.
This was the fifth year the event has been held and it brought together dealers and their manufacturer, wholesaler and rep firm
business partners to focus on new products, new market opportunities and new ways to hit the street and grow market share.
“Given the economy, the turnout was quite amazing and the enthusiasm of the group was as high as ever,” commented Sanford’s
Mike Toibin, one of the event organizers. “OfficeBiz continues to
be a one of a kind event and greatly appreciated by all that attend.”
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n Harrison Hummel IV, Hummel's Office Plus, Mohawk, New York, was
elected vice chairman, after having
served as treasurer for the past year.

Changes for is.group Board
The is.group dealer co-op last month announced several changes in its board of
directors and officers.

n Craig Bartholomew was elected to
the treasurer's position, while Tom
Gormley, Hurst Office Suppliers, Lexington, Kentucky, remains in the secretary's role.

Chris Peterson, Warden's Office Products
Center, and current chairman of the board,
is resigning his is.group board position, in
order to pursue other opportunities.
Chris had served on the board of directors
since 2007, and was elected chairman in
May of this year. The new opportunities
open to Chris will prevent him from continuing in his chairman's role, is.group
said.
Former
is.group
chairman
Craig
Bartholomew, of Reporter Big Sky Office,
was appointed to replace him on the
board and will serve until 2013. Additionally, the following new officers were
elected for the Board:
n Kenny Sayes, Sayes Office Supply,
Alexandria, Louisiana, moved from the
vice chairman's position to chairman.

New Study Suggests Managed
Print Services Will Reduce the
Market for Supplies
A recent study by researchers at the InfoTrends consulting firm suggests Managed Print Services (MPS) in the office
environment will reduce the consumption
of marking and paper supplies in the
United States by $2.6 billion in 2014.
A companion study shows a similar drop
in consumption of supplies for Western
Europe with a reduction totaling €1.56 billion in 2014.

“It is a well known fact that managed print
services are gaining share of the U.S. and
Western European office environments,”
commented John Shane, project manager
and director at InfoTrends.
InfoTrends predicts MPS will control 28%
of the US office environment print volume
and 22% of the Western European office
environment by 2014, with a significant
negative impact on the supplies side of
the market.
“When compared with a baseline forecast
that postulates if MPS was never invented, we see that MPS will reduce the
consumption of marking supplies by 10%
(6% in Western Europe) and paper by 7%
(5% in Western Europe) by 2014,” said
Shane. “It is imperative that those in the
supplies industry educate themselves on
how to deal with the effects of MPS to
take advantage of new opportunities and
mitigate risk.”
For more information on the study or to
continued on page 16

We Can Help You Reach the Summit
x

Strategic Planning and Risk/Opportunity Analysis

x
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x

Executive Counseling

x

Succession Planning and Exit Strategy

x

Valuation and Maximizing Owner Value

William E. Kuhn & Associates
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make a purchase, contact Scott Phinney
at InfoTrends (PH: 781-616-2100 ext. 123;
E-mail: scott_phinney@infotrends.com.

and dressing for success to prospecting and
the art of negotiation. The event also featured numerous sales simulation exercises.

Record Attendance for Latest
Sales Training Boot Camp from
United Stationers

The program, designed for all sales skill
levels and not just new hires, also afforded
participants numerous opportunities to
immediately apply to their job what
they’ve learned.

United Stationers’ United Dealer Training
program recently presented the third production of its Boot Camp for Sales Success in Las Vegas and drew a record
number of participants.
Dealer attendance grew nearly 20% from
past events, with nearly 70 representatives
from several dozen dealerships participating in the program.
Hosted by the United Dealer Training (UDT)
team, the four-day workshop was facilitated by Phil Barnette, Kevin Lah, Vicki
Ondich, Jeff Gardner and Denny Grant.
Program session topics ranged from an introduction to the office products industry

Jason Reid of Kyle Office Solutions in
Tuscaloosa reports that he was able to
apply the new skills he gained from the
Boot Camp his very first day back to the
office:
“The first day I returned to the office
after the Boot Camp, I was able to
close a sale on an account I had been
working on for about eight months.
Simply asking my prospect questions
in the six critical areas outlined in the
program left her with no reason not to
buy from me.”

evening networking activities held
throughout the event provided participants an opportunity to discuss their own
unique challenges, learn ways to overcome those challenges from other attendees, and benefit from one-on-one
coaching by Boot Camp facilitators in a
social setting.
United Dealer Training offers two Boot
Camp events annually. Scheduled 2011
programs include an April 11-14 session
in Chicago and an autumn event in the
Southern region of the United States, with
location and dates to be announced.
To learn more about United Dealer Training’s Boot Camp for Sales Success program or register for a 2011 session, please
contact Kevin Lah at klah@ussco.com or
(800) 424-4003, ext. 72803.

In addition to the formal training sessions,
continued on page 18

• Giant Sourdough Twists (6) 40 oz tubs/case (K)

• Cashews (36) 15 oz tubs/case

• Butter Flavored (6) 24
pkts/case (K)

• Sourdough Nuggets (6) 30 oz tubs/case (K)

• Pistachios (36) 13 oz tubs/case

• Light Butter Flavored (6) 24
pkts/case (K)

• Peanut Butter Nuggets (6) 44 oz tubs/case (K)

• Tropical Trial Mix (36) 16 oz tubs/case

• Extra Butter Flavored (6) 24
pkts/case (K)

• Mini Twists (6) 24 oz tubs/case (K)
• Sticks - (6) 22 oz tubs/case (K)
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OP Revelation

™

BEAT THE POWER CHANNEL
“The new system has become a great asset. Because
of the e-commerce site we are able to easily attract
new customers and we have been able to increase the
volume of orders as well as the number of lines on each
order from our customers. The warehouse has improved
due to the new picking and manifest systems which has
resulted in a reduction in warehouse staff. Finally, our
cash ﬂow improved because of how easily and efﬁciently
we can invoice our customers”.
Vic Diaso - President
World Class Business Products
“Since converting to BMI OP Revelation, we never
hear the main customer objection that our website is
substandard. That objection has gone away and we
can pursue new customers with conﬁdence about our
e-commerce capabilities. BMI OP Revelation delivers
accurate and highly relevant search results with
extraordinary product presentation and content.”
Bernie Garvey - President
Garvey’s Ofﬁce Products

“On October 1st, 2008 we went live with BMI OP
Revelation e-commerce storefront and back end
software. I truly feel we had a great conversion. BMI was
very accommodating in addressing issues with the web
and making it user friendly. The difference between our
prior software vendor and BMI is that they care about
your issues and problems and want to ﬁx them. This is
really a state of the art system & every day I learn more
things that make me happy that we chose this product”.
Norma Anthony - COO
BF Molz

SOFTWARE FOR
The Independent Ofﬁce Product Dealer
OP RevelationTM from BMI is a complete software solution designed to
put “Power Channel” technology into the hands of Independent ofﬁce
product dealers and will effectively manage e-commerce, customer service,
procurement, wholesaler supply chains, inventory, warehousing, delivery
logistics, accounting, ﬁnancial reporting and operational analysis.

•

Unmatched Ease of Use, Functionality & Access to Data

•

Rapid ROI Through Improved Efﬁciency, Customer Service
& Margin Management

•

Advanced E-Commerce Search Engine with Enhanced
Wholesaler Content

CALL NOW!888.580.8382

BEAT THE POWER CHANNEL
Runs on Microsoft Dynamics NAV®

14 Penn Plaza, Suite 1105 New York, NY 10122

www.bmiusa.com

Industry News - continued from page 16
Thalerus Group Forms Alliance
with Longbow Consulting,
Goldmine CRM provider

ward to working together to make this
happen,” said Longbow Consulting Group
president, Neil Saviano.

Dealer technology provider Thalerus
Group has announced formation of a new
vendor alliance with SalesRabbit from
Longbow Consulting Group.

MWV Signs Agreement to Sell
Envelope Products Business;
Williamson Announces
Retirement

SalesRabbit offers CRM and sales force
automation with business intelligence
using GoldMine 9.0 CRM software as its
basic platform.
“We are pleased to have formed this partnership with a longtime CRM provider in
our industry,” said Thalerus Group president and CEO Lillian Yeh. “Our goal is to
continue to support the growing marketing and operational needs of our Vibe
dealers so they can compete effectively in
today’s marketplace.”
“The alliance with Thalerus Group means
we can bring SalesRabbit’s informationbased powerful features to another whole
set of office products dealers. We look for-

MeadWestvaco Corporation (MWV) last
month announced that it has agreed to
sell its Envelope Products Group to Cenveo, parent company of Quality Park and
one of the world's largest envelope manufacturers. Terms of the agreement, which
is expected to close at the end of the year,
were not disclosed.
The Envelope Products Group has approximately 910 employees in the U.S.
and all are expected to transition to Cenveo, MWV said.
In a separate announcement, MWV said
David Williamson, currently executive vice
president and general manager of its Of-

fice Products Group, will be retiring, effective December 31.
An industry veteran whose career at MWV
spanned 22 years, David was honored this
year with the City of Hope’s Spirit of Life in
recognition of his outstanding business
achievements and philanthropic commitment.
He says he’s looking forward to spending
more time with his wife Gay and their three
sons but hopefully he will check back in to
see how the industry is doing from time to
time. Congratulations and here’s to a long,
healthy and enjoyable retirement for a true
friend of the independent dealer.

Clover Acquires Recycler
Environmental Reclamation
Services
Clover Holdings, parent company of
Clover Technologies Group, last month
announced the acquisition of Environmental Reclamation Services (ERS), a provider
continued on page 19

Veer Stack Chair
™

We're bringing flexi back! You would never expect this much comfort and flexibility
from a stack chair. Its fluid movements result in superior comfort and adaptability
across your workspace. The Veer™ Stack Chair blends style with a back that
arches with the bodies natural curves to give relaxing support whether it's an extra
seat for a meeting or a roomful for a presentation. With so much flexibility, Veer
Stack has got your back.

safcoproducts.com
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Industry News - continued from page 18
of environmental solutions including the recycling and collection
of printer supplies and small electronics.

Mayline Names New
President/CEO

Clover said the acquisition represents the continued investment
Clover is making in the diversification of its collection programs,
including laser and inkjet cartridges, cell phones and small electronics, to support its long term growth strategies.

The Mayline Group announced last month
that W. Stephen Coder has joined the
company as its new president and CEO.

Both companies will continue to operate independently in their respective markets but will work together to leverage potential synergies in the future, Clover said.

Katun Acquires Media Sciences’ Toner Business

Coder comes to Mayline after many years
at HNI Corporation, where he led a number of different businesses.
Coder joined HNI in 1985 and worked in finance in different segments of the corporation before being asked to join The HON
Company, HNI’s largest division, as controller.

Imaging supplies company Katun Corporation last month announced it has acquired the toner cartridge business of Media
Sciences International.

Coder then went on to lead HON’s systems business unit, followed by three years leading their metal casegoods business unit.

As part of the transaction, Katun will also become the exclusive
Master Distributor of the Media Sciences ink stick product line.

Coder succeeds Mayline’s outgoing president and CEO Paul W. Simons, who has been with the organization for 22 years. Simons advised the Mayline board in 2009 of his desire to retire in the near future.

“Our combined R&D capabilities will ensure our customers continue to receive compatible products that offer unsurpassed quality across multiple technology platforms,” said Katun president
and CEO Carlyle Singer. “At the same time, these new capabilities
will enable us to accelerate new product launches to our customers.”

Office Furniture USA Hires Regional Manager for
Northeast
Office Furniture USA has hired industry veteran Bob Malloy as its
new regional manager for the Northeast, covering Connecticut,
continued on page 20
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Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Virginia, and Washington, D.C.
Malloy brings to the company some 20 years of industry experience on both the dealer and manufacturer side of the business,
having held account management and regional management positions with Haworth and Teknion and having served as a sales director with dealerships in New Jersey.
“The insight Bob can bring as both a manufacturer and a dealer
will be a tremendous asset to us,” said Brad Armacost, president
of Office Furniture USA. “He’ll be able to draw upon his experience
to help support our new and existing dealer partners as we continue to grow sales and add more dealerships to our program.”

HON Takes Leadership Role in Extreme Makeover
for Nashville Pre-School

“Extreme Makeover is a special reality show that celebrates the
indomitable American spirit and illustrates how important collaboration and cooperation are among individuals,” said Shelley deSilva, HON vice president of marketing. “These are The HON
Company’s core values, as well, so we felt especially privileged
to participate in this project.”
Not too surprisingly, school officials liked the idea, as well! “To
have our new pre-school building be supplied by HON is truly an
honor,” commented principal Brian Sweatt.” We know that this
furniture will enable our teachers at Lighthouse to continue to offer
these precious little ones an excellent education.”
Our congratulations to the teachers and students at Lighthouse
and hats off to the folks at HON for yet another example of the
unique spirit of generosity that is such a key part of our industry.

‘Rep Group of the Year’ Honors for Akers
Akers Business Solutions, an independent rep firm serving the office products and office furniture industries, was recently honored
by Deflecto Corp as its Rep Group of the Year.
Akers said it was chosen for the award because of its dramatic
sales growth. Added principal Darlene Akers, “It is an honor to
represent such a quality company as Deflecto as well as work with
such an outstanding group of sales professionals.”

Buddy Products Introduces New Stacking Storage
Boxes
Part of HON’s Extreme Makeover efforts for Nashville’s Lighthouse PreSchool

Buddy Products has introduced a new line of stacking file vault
storage boxes for long-term storage of files, collectible literature,
memorabilia and seasonal items.

You don’t need a Ph. D. in economics to know that schools of just
about any kind are under severe budget pressures these days and
struggling against the double wammy of growing enrollment and a
weak economy.

Made out of 22 gauge recycled steel, the Stacking File Vault is designed to keep dirt and dust off long-term storage items comes
with heavy-duty handles with rubber grips to make transport easy
and comfortable.

But when Mother Nature gets in on the act as well, then the challenge can get daunting, indeed. That’s what the folks at Nashville’s
Lighthouse Pre-School found out earlier this year, when record
floods literally sent their building floating down the local highway.

Available in four different colors or with a custom color option for
orders of 50 or more, the boxes can be shipped via UPS with no
assembly required.

Fortunately, some good angels came to the rescue in the shape of
the team at ABC-TV’s Extreme Makeover: Home Edition, who selected the school for one of its shows and set out to rebuild the facility and position it for a successful future.
Playing a key role in that effort was The HON Company, who provided its SmartLink classroom furniture, along with seating for students as well as for instructors and aides. The contribution of
furnishings also included Vicinity desks and storage units, and chairs
from its Ignition seating series. All told, HON furnished the entire facility including classrooms, a lounge, reception area and administrative offices.
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in memoriam:
Harvey Greenberg, PPI Founder
Harvey Greenberg, founder of PPI, died
peacefully in his sleep November 17. He
was 73.
Born in Canada, Greenberg began his career as a Fuller Brush salesman before
joining BIC Pen as a sales representative
in California.
He became independent when establishing B and W distributors named after his
two sons and with the arrival of a daughter, Heather, changed the name of the
company to Pens Plus in 1968. It was later
changed to PPI and operated as a regional wholesaler serving the Western
states before its acquisition by S.P.
Richards in 2008.
A past president of the National Association of Writing Instrument Distributors
(NAWID) and the Wholesale Stationers Association (WSA), he also served as chairman of the Wholesalers Division of the

Business Products Industry Association
(BPIA) and served on various other committees for NOPA.
In 2004, he received the Business Solutions
Association’s Leadership Award, the association's highest honor, in recognition of his
dedication and service to the industry.
Greenberg is survived by his loving wife
Norma, son Barry and wife Joni, son Warren, daughter Heather and husband Bill
and grandchildren Dylan, Madison, Jamie
and Bradley.
Memorial contributions in his honor may
be made to either of the following charities:
n Tribute Fund - Jerry S. Greenberg (A
college scholarship fund furthering Jewish
education, which Harvey set-up in memory of his older brother who passed away
at 54 years old.) American Jewish University, 15600 Mulholland Drive , Los Angeles, CA 90077 or
n City of Hope - National Office Products
Industry, 1055 Wilshire Blvd. #1200, Los
Angeles, CA 90017.

in memoriam:
NSSEA President and CEO Tim Holt
National School Supply and Equipment
Association (NSSEA) president and CEO
Tim Holt died November 12 after a brave
battle with lung cancer. He was 56.
Holt served NSSEA for 30 years. He joined
the association in 1980 and was appointed executive director (later changed
to president/CEO) in 1986.
He is survived by his loving wife, Patty,
daughter Katie Snyder and her husband,
Jack Snyder of Chicago, IL, and son, John
Holt of Silver Spring, MD.
Memorial contributions in his name may
be made to the Fisher House Foundation.
Tim had a great respect for those serving
our country, and Fisher House provides a
"home away from home" for military families to be close to a love ones during hospitalization. The address is 111 Rockville
Pike, Suite 420, Rockville, MD 20850,
www.fisherhouse.org.

TM

Biodegradable
Tamper-Evident
Deposit Bags
100% biodegradable, 100% recyclable
s Eco-friendly made with a propriety additive
- allows microorganisms to break down plastic
s Featuring advanced security closure
- seam and void indicating graphics
s Tear off receipt and unique barcode
provide audit trail

800.323.8181 mmﬁnd.com
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Tamper Indicators
1. Void Indicators – Bag seal features wide temperature
spectrum tamper evident closure. One warning
message is given and protects against a wide range
of methods used to compromise the bag (tampering
from heat sources or freezing agents).
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2. Seam Indicators – If seams are cut and resealed,
microprint along sides will be missing or distorted.
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NOPAnews
NOPA Looks Back on 2010 Advocacy
Results, Gears Up for New Congress in 2011
This year has been an exciting one for independents in a number of government
advocacy arenas, with trailblazing victories by an eight-dealer consortium on the
large Texas state office supplies contract,
and by is.group on the large Los Angeles
County contract that provides its members with full access to local and state
public agencies and non-profit organizations that participate in the national U.S.
Communities office supplies program.
At the federal level, a few legislative disappointments, as well as important new
federal contract awards received by independents have offered more of a mixed
bag.

in the Senate, NOPA will host its biennial
legislative conference and Capitol Hill flyin.
The legislative calendar will re-set in 2011
and NOPA will focus on educating a large
group of new congressional members on
key industry issues. Conference dates will
be announced in the near future. Broadbased NOPA member participation is essential to drive future federal market
success for the independent channel.

2010 in Review

That emerging trend—driven by “strategic
sourcing” and increasingly fueled by pressures to reduce budget deficits—will create new competitive pressures on the
independent channel as a whole.

First, the tough news: NOPA and its members were frustrated on two major legislative fronts this year. Broad-based
procurement reforms that NOPA has been
advocating with increasing success—
elimination of “pass-through” abuses and
reform of the JWOD/AbilityOne mandatory
procurement program—were moved to
the back-burner as Congress focused on
passing major healthcare and financial
services reform legislation in the first half
of 2010.

It also will present greater risks as well as
potentially larger business opportunities
for successful contract bidders.

Thereafter, the election-year calendar and
increasingly partisan debates took center
stage.

In the year ahead, following an election
that returned the House of Representatives to Republican control and significantly narrowed the Democrats’ majority

In addition, as reported in INDEPENDENT
DEALER throughout the year, the new
healthcare bill signed by President Obama
in March failed to include provisions to en-

It is increasingly clear that the federal government intends to consolidate its vendor
base in a number of commodity areas, including office products.

courage the fundamental reforms in small
business health plans that NOPA, the National Federation of Independent Business
and others have advocated through intensive coalition initiatives over the past 3-4
years.
Unfortunately, the conference committee
process between the House and Senate
became a “closed room” session, which
produced a final bill providing limited insurance market reform and little if any relief to control the spiraling healthcare
costs that are disproportionately borne by
small businesses.
On a more positive note, NOPA was successful in ensuring that association members had an opportunity to influence the
provisions of the “second-generation”
Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI)
for offices supplies through a series of industry forums hosted by the General Services Administration (GSA) and the
Administration’s Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OMB/OFPP).
With grassroots and congressional support, NOPA was able to expand the number of FSSI blanket purchase agreement
(BPA) awards issued to small businesses.
NOPA made a similarly successful effort
to expand the number of initial awards to
small businesses under the new Army
BPA program.
continued on page 25
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NOPA’s Advocacy Agenda
for 2011
NOPA and its members have an ambitious
agenda for 2011, as a new session of
Congress begins with lots of new representatives and senators to meet and educate on industry issues. Here’s a quick
run-down on key advocacy issues NOPA
will be pursuing at the federal, state and
local government levels:
n Legislation to Curb Pass-Throughs.
Through NOPA’s efforts and a series of recent Government Accountability Office
(GAO) reports on procurement abuses,
congressional awareness of the small
business “pass-through” problem in the
office products industry and elsewhere
has grown steadily over the past two
years.
In early 2010, Rep. Joe Sestak (D-PA) introduced legislation (H.R. 4420) to require
the Small Business Administration (SBA)
to undertake rulemaking to address this
problem in a manner consistent with
NOPA’s recommendations.
This legislation has broad support within
the relevant committees of the House and
Senate, but was stymied by other priorities on the congressional calendar this
year.
NOPA will push for reintroduction and
passage of this important legislation in
2011.
n Legislation to Allow Small Business
Credit for Dealer Teaming Arrangements. In September, Rep. Bill Foster (DIL) introduced the “Small Business
Fairness Act” in the House to amend the
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) to
create stronger incentives for federal
agencies to buy office products from
dealer teams consisting of small businesses of all types, including those with
specific procurement preference status.
This fall, Congress also passed legislation
to clarify that all small business preference
programs have parity with one another in
set-aside procurement situations.
DECEMBER 2010

Recent court rulings had found that HUBZone-based small companies had procurement preference over all other types
of small business preference programs.
NOPA has asked Rep. Foster and others
in the House and Senate to reintroduce
this legislation in 2011 and will renew its
push for passage of this important legislation next year.
n Legislation to Establish Strong Congressional Oversight of the JWOD/AbilityOne Program. For several years NOPA
has pushed for legislation to establish
strong congressional oversight of the
Committee for Purchase from People Who
are Blind and Severely Disabled, an
agency established under the Javitz-Wagner-O-Day Act of 1938 to create employment opportunities for blind individuals.
The JWOD Act was amended once in the
early 1970s to add new mandatory federal
procurement provisions to assist nonprofit organizations representing severely
disabled people.
Today, the JWOD/AbilityOne program accounts for $659 million in annual (FY 2009)
mandated federal purchases from federal
agencies, including a rapidly expanding
volume of office products.
These include some items assembled or
manufactured by participating non-profit
agencies as well as approximately 5,000
commercial office product SKUs that are
deemed as “essentially the same” (ETS)
as AbilityOne products and therefore cannot be sold by our industry to federal government agencies.
In addition, National Industries for the
Blind (NIB) operates more than 130 military base and civilian store locations that
generally do not purchase from industry
dealers.
Neither the Committee nor its affiliated
non-profit organizations have been the
subject of regular or periodic congressional oversight reviews.
The AbilityOne program continues to operate autonomously with minimal public
INDEPENDENT DEALER

supervision beyond the federal procurement officials that make up its board.
NOPA has drafted and submitted to interested congressional committees legislation intended to improve public oversight,
transparency and participation by restructuring the JWOD/AbilityOne program’s
governance structure, product and service
addition review processes, and data collection and reporting procedures.
Working with other interested groups,
NOPA will continue to work for introduction of necessary reform legislation as the
new Congress takes office next year.
n General Advocacy for Federal Procurement from Small Businesses. In
concert with its Government Affairs Committee, NOPA continues to work with
members to positively influence the terms
and conditions of new federal and state
government contract bids to maximize the
ability of the independent channel to participate successfully in them.
This has included active NOPA support for
individual and multiple federal agency
blanket purchase agreement bids, such as
the Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative
(FSSI), as well as state term contracts in
California, Florida, Georgia, New Jersey,
North Carolina and Texas in recent years.
Increasingly, NOPA is helping members
identify and explore new opportunities to
compete for national and regional public
cooperative contracts, which historically
have been dominated by the big box companies.
County and municipal government agencies, school districts and other public local
entities often piggyback on these preawarded public contracts as an alternative
to conducting their own competitive bid
processes.
Dealers interested in working with other
NOPA members on federal, state or public cooperative contracts are encouraged
to contact Chris Bates at NOPA (Tel:
703/549-9040, x 100 or Email:
cbates@nopanet.org).
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SELLING
THE

healthcare
By Scott Cullen

Sun Office Products in Aurora, Colorado, does
about $38 million a year in business, with about
70% of that coming from the healthcare market.
Their clients encompass acute care hospitals,
long-term care facilities, health and medical
equipment manufacturers and local healthcare clinics.
And this portion of its business is expected to grow even more, now that
Sun has a contract with Premier,
Inc., one of the largest hospital
Group Purchasing Organizations (GPOs).
Mike Fikany, one of Sun’s
founding partners, doesn’t
think selling to the healthcare
market requires all that different of an approach compared to
traditional office products’ clients.
“It’s not that much different from any
business market you’re going to approach,”
maintains Fikany. “They pretty much buy the
same products. If I’m selling to a nursing home
maybe they’re buying a few different items than
a standard white collar clerical office. It’s like any
vertical, you have to make a decision you’re
going to focus on it. As you go forward you build
on your successes.”
What’s helped Sun make an impact in healthcare
is a team selling approach, referrals, and relationship building.

MARKET
relationships, especially in the eldercare sector,”
notes Fikany. “In the eldercare market, everybody knows who Sun is. Even the GPOs that we
don’t have as customers, know we have a big
presence as an office supply vendor.”
Sun Office Products casts a wide healthcare net.
When Fikany talks healthcare, he’s not limiting
the discussion to hospitals and eldercare, but
the entire sub-acute sector as well.
Even though Fikany believes relationship building is key, he contends you can build up your
healthcare business from scratch even if you
don’t have a lot of relationships in that sector.
That’s what Sun did in the sub-acute sector.
“We identified specific customers and GPOs and
went after them,” he says.
A lot is persistence, and a lot is good old-fashioned sales skills.
“We really do sell well,” says Fikany. “We don’t
look at something and think, ‘We’ll never be able
to get that, it’s just too big.’ Premier is the largest
acute care GPO in the U.S., and we never said
we wouldn’t go after them because they’re too
big. Today we have a contract with them. All the
naysayers out there would have told us, ‘Don’t
do it. They’re not going to award a nationwide
contract to an independent that’s drop shipping
through the wholesalers.’”
Premier had good relationships with Staples, OfficeMax and Office Depot, but they decided they
wanted to have some more options, not on a re-

“My partner Roger Dieckhaus, has built a lot of
continued on page 27
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gional and not on a local, but on a national
basis.
“We’ve sold office supplies in every state except Alaska for eight of the ten years we’ve
been in business,” reports Fikany.
For Sun the biggest challenge in selling to
the healthcare market is name recognition.
“It’s always that uphill battle,” says Fikany.
The prospect asks, 'We've never heard of
Sun, how are you going to take care of my
people?’”
Sun is fortunate to have a large customer
base and references, and that carries some
weight with organizations with multiple locations because they’re already servicing 15+
customers with multiple hundreds of locations.
“It’s a little different with sub-acute care because sub-acute care is a hospital or hospital
system and there are two or three in a metro
market and we’ve had to prove we could
handle their business,” says Fikany. “It’s
credibility and name recognition, and all
those things independents fight for every day
to win business. Again, healthcare is not a
whole lot different, it’s just a market.”

National Office Store
Takes the Vertical
Approach
Paul Thomas is serious about the healthcare
market. The owner of National Office Store in
Broadway, North Carolina, recently brought
on a new business partner who was an attorney for a large hospital network to help
him better understand and expand into this
key vertical.
Thomas has been there and done that before
and achieved minor success, but he knows
he can do better. Fortunately, he’s doing extremely well in another vertical, which is the
model he’s using to grow his healthcare business.
“We’ve grown our business by 200% in the
past year solely off the education market,”
reports Thomas. “I don’t want to say it’s
tapped out, but you don’t want to put all your
eggs in one basket. I see the healthcare market as the next logical step in diversifying our
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business.”
The reason he hasn’t aggressively pursued
the healthcare business up until now is because he’s had all the business he can handle from schools and didn’t have the time or
personnel to focus on a new market.
“If you had called to talk about this topic six
months ago, I would have said, ‘We can’t
stand any more growth now,’” states
Thomas.
Now it’s, bring on the growth. National Office
Store is making some moves to make in impact, including relocating into a larger facility
and adding customer service staff, which has
Thomas giddy with optimism.
“We’re ready to grow like crazy in 2011 by
targeting healthcare and federal government.”
Although Thomas doesn’t go into specifics
about his strategy for going after the healthcare market, he will says he’s taking a promotion he used to build his education
business and tweaking it to fit the healthcare
market.
He knows it won’t be easy based on his
knowledge of the market and his previous attempt to penetrate it.
“A year and a half ago I hit the healthcare
market with the same zest I hit the education
market and what I found is we had two challenges,” recalls Thomas. “The first was finding a healthcare [organization] that can make
purchasing decisions that aren’t dictated by
some far away main office. The second is
finding a healthcare provider that doesn’t
have a contract with a big box store.”
Turns out he was able to find a way into one
hospital that already had a contract with a
big box.
“We save them money on their toner cartridges,” says Thomas. “They buy everything
else from the big box, but they get their toner
from us.”
That’s another strategy he’ll use to grow his
healthcare business.
“We’re an office products dealer, but our first
focus is as a printing solutions provider. If
continued on page 28
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somebody doesn’t want to buy their sticky
notes from us, that’s cool because I want
to sell them toner cartridges.”

cater to larger healthcare facilities. That’s
why she focuses on smaller healthcare organizations and facilities.

And if he does a good job with that, who
knows, when it’s time to renew the supplies contract, maybe National Office
Store might win that business too!

“It’s helping smaller businesses out and
consolidating their purchases so they can
just write one check to us at the end of the
month. That’s how we’re attacking it,”
says Kareus. “We’re a non-stocking dealer
and none of these products are in our inventory. We made it clear to them how
long it was going to take for these other
products and it has worked really well.”

Valley Office
Branches Out
Healthcare is an emerging market opportunity for Valley Office Supply in Grand
Junction, Colorado. It doesn’t amount to
a significant portion of the dealership’s
business yet but it’s growing, thanks in
part to a couple of nurse staffing organizations.
Valley has been able to get in the door
successfully with office supplies and then
branch out into medical supplies such as
blood pressure monitors and surgical
masks.
The magic open-sesame for the dealership? Don’t look now, but it turned out to
be superior customer service.
“As our salesperson continued to call on
them, they would remark how quick and
easy it was to get products from us and
they had this whole other healthcare side
of supplies that they were getting from
several different places, and wanted us to
pull that all together for them and deliver
that to them with one delivery,” recalls
Teresa Kareus, who runs the dealership
with her husband David.
Offering products that were far from Valley
Office Supply’s beaten office supplies
path was a challenge and Kareus had to
do some detective work to find medicalrelated products. Her best friend for finding these products was the Web.
“It was Internet searching 101,” she reports.
Kareus also had to find products at a price
her healthcare clients were willing to pay,
because they were currently buying direct
from the vendors.
She’s aware of competition from the
healthcare buying groups that tend to
DECEMBER 2010

Valley Office Supply is still learning and
looking to find its niche, but based on
early returns, healthcare customers are
satisfied with the dealership’s responsiveness. The biggest challenge is still tracking down healthcare-related supplies.
“I would love it if the major wholesalers
started bringing more of that in, and they
have over the past five years,” she admits.
“But there’s an entire group of items they
still don’t handle that we have to search
for. Right now I have to go to six different
sources to cover all our customers’ needs.
Wouldn’t I like to find that big place that
has everything!”

Persistence
Pays for Firmin’s
Firmin’s Office City in Texarkana, Texas,
doesn’t sweat the big stuff or the big
healthcare organizations. Instead they
focus on the middle ground of the healthcare market—local hospitals and medical
practices with 25 approximately doctors.
They’ve also made some inroads with
medical billing companies.
What it takes to be successful, according
to president Chuck Firmin, is persistence.
“I tell my people, it really isn’t rocket science—whoever tries the hardest and the
smartest wins,” says Firmin.
Healthcare represents about 25% of
Firmin’s overall business. It also helps that
the company sells copiers, which sometimes helps them get in the door of larger
medical practice clients that might have
dismissed Firmin’s if all they sold were ofINDEPENDENT DEALER

fice supplies.
Firmin has enjoyed moderate success targeting medical with some of the marketing
materials from his wholesaler. Firmin’s
sales reps have also been able to leverage
memberships in service organizations
such as the Rotary Club to get their foot
in the door with numerous clients, including those in the healthcare field. That’s not
much different of an approach from targeting any vertical market segment, but
Firmin still finds it helpful.
One thing Firmin wished he knew when he
first began targeting medical was figuring
out who to talk to first.
“Originally we went after purchasing, but
we learned to start higher up the food
chain,” he says. “This gives you a better
shot and more credibility when talking with
purchasing.”
One healthcare segment Firmin’s avoids is
nursing homes.
“For the most part we stay clear of nursing
homes because they tend to declare
bankruptcy more than the others,” he reveals.

Mr. Paper’s
Price is Right
Mr. Paper Office Supply in Gainesville,
Florida isn’t doing too badly in the healthcare market. It caters to individual and
group doctor’s offices as well as the occasional hospital and together they represent about 15% of its overall business.
The secret, says Shane Roach, co-owner,
is aggressive pricing.
“What’s aggressive pricewise for us may
not be really aggressive in the healthcare
industry,” says Roach. “We work on lower
margins than the healthcare [suppliers].”
Roach notes that Mr. Paper isn’t selling as
many of the healthcare-related items in
their catalog as he’d like, but they have
been successful with certain product categories such as stethoscopes.
“A couple of customers buy from us becontinued on page 29
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cause they can’t get it from their healthcare industry
supplier as fast and we can be competitive on pricing,”
explains Roach.
Mr. Paper made a conscious effort to target doctors’ offices because, as Roach points out, they usually have a
pretty organized purchasing system, which makes for a
nice fit with an independent office products supplier like
Mr. Paper.
“Also, doctor offices have a big support staff so there’s
a lot of items we can sell them,” adds Roach.
That includes the aforementioned healthcare-related
items, office supplies, and jan/san products.
“Per person they usually consume a lot more in that industry than a lot of other industries. It’s a good industry
to go after because of that.”
Surprisingly, Roach has found the healthcare market
easier to sell to than he initially anticipated. The ability
to show customers and prospects where they can save
on their supplies purchases has made a huge difference.

Diaso’s healthcare customers include hospitals, group
practices, and large doctor exchanges. Most hospital
business was won via bids and many have stayed with
World Class because of the relationship Diaso has developed with them.
Besides the relationships, why do Diaso’s healthcare
customers choose World Class?
“Because we’re willing to carry them and put up with
the 90-day payments,” he says. “There are a lot of people who can’t afford to do that. I’ve learned over the
years how to deal with them. I’m not recommending
anybody do it, it can be very nerve wracking waiting to
get paid.”
Apparently Diaso was prepared for this going in, but admits he’s somewhat concerned about what might happen further down the road and the impact of healthcare
reform efforts.
“I’m a little apprehensive right now and don’t extend the
amount of credit I used to,” he says.

“Office supplies in those offices aren’t a big percentage
of their budget and many times they haven’t focused on
savings there as they have in other areas,” says Roach.

With all this talk of electronic medical records is Diaso
concerned the move from paper to electronic will cut
into his business?

That doesn’t mean selling to the healthcare market is
without challenges.

“The doctors’ organizations claim they’re going to stop
using paper because they’re going electronic, but they
really haven’t accomplished that yet,” he says.

“One of the things I’ve seen from an independent dealer
standpoint is they buy a wide variety of items that we
don’t have like tax forms and healthcare forms,” says
Roach. “The challenge is getting people to understand
we do have some healthcare items and can be competitive and they don’t have to rely on healthcare industry
suppliers for everything.”
Getting in the door and meeting with the right person is
another challenge, but what else is new?
“Once we get in there, they’re usually pretty happy with
us,” states Roach.

Proceed with Caution

Even though more are filing information electronically,
Diaso is still selling them as many custom folders as he
ever was. But he sees the digital writing on the wall.
“Eventually it’s going to disappear,” he shrugs.
Asked if he has any advice for dealers looking to get rich
in the healthcare market, he doesn’t pull his punches.
“I wouldn’t recommend this to anybody who’s weakkneed or not funded properly, I can tell you that much.”

Scott Cullen is a frequent contributor to INDEPENDENT
DEALER and has been writing about the office supplies, furniture and technology markets since 1986.

Even though Vic Diaso of World Class Business Products in Long Island City, New York, doesn’t do a huge
amount of business with the healthcare market, he’s
learned a few things over the years from selling to that
vertical.
“If they’re dependent on Medicare payments you have
to be prepared to carry them for 90 to 100 days,” says
Diaso. “And you have to make your margins, obviously,
in order to do it.”
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S.P. Richards’ 2011 Market
Share Development Program
New Tools to Position Independents
As a Key Business Resource for Their Customers
By Larry Goodman, S.P. Richards Company Director of Marketing

Do your customers recognize that you have competitive prices, the broadest product selection
and world-class service? Do they view your competitors as more capable or technologically
advanced? Do they see you as just an office supply company, or as a
professional business resource?
continued on page 31
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S.P. Richards’ 2011 Market Share Development Program
is designed to give independent dealers the resources they
need to make sure the answers to those questions and others
like them are the right ones.
In a market that’s more competitive today than ever, S.P.
Richards’ commitment to independent dealers has never
been stronger and that translates into new and innovative
resources and programs to help them win mind share, and
most importantly market share.
The 2011 MSD Program offers dealers a broad array of
catalogs, specialty flyers, online resources and powerful
management tools that can be used to build a multifaceted marketing plan. These resources help develop a
superior customer service experience that will strengthen
long-term business relationships and foster new ones.
Here’s a broad overview of some of the key marketing resources for dealers.

General Line Catalog Options
If you’re looking to position your dealership as a one-stop
shop for all of your customers’ business supply needs,
S.P. Richards’ Full Line Catalog will send that message
with 24,000 items including general office products, office
furniture, cleaning and breakroom supplies, business technology products and more.
The Full Line Catalog comes with a range of choices that
allows you to work with the version that best supports
your own business strategy. Options include:
n List Price
n Lined-Out List.
List prices are printed with lines through them
n Lined-Out List with items from S.P. Richards’
Select Choice high demand product catalog
highlighted

continued on page 32

Hard Workers.

VARIO® DESK AND WALL SYSTEMS

t Systems designed especially for facilities, with sturdy metal base
and brackets to withstand heavy use
t 10 sleeves/20 viewing sides
t Rugged, assorted color
frames for durability
t Sleeves and frames made
of environmentally-friendly
polypropylene
Desk Systems
t Desk stand allows for two
viewing angles, 60° and 30°
t Expands up to 60 viewing sides
t Systems include metal desk stand, metal sleeve bracket, 10 sleeves
Wall Systems
t Angled metal wall bracket keeps
sleeves open
t Systems include metal wall bracket
with mounting hardware, 10 sleeves
To explore our full line of ofﬁce products, please visit us on the web at
www.durableofﬁceproducts.com.
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S.P. Richards Market Share Program - continued from page 31
n Standard Consumer Priced—Benchmarked against national competition
n Standard Consumer Priced with items from S.P. Richards’ Select Choice high demand
product catalog highlighted
Plus, S.P. Richards offers an array of pricing matrices that can be used to establish your consumer pricing.
Each matrix is built around the Select Choice Catalog, with formula-driven pricing by product
category determining your customers’ pricing on all other items to generate a marketing program that sends a strong value-based message to customers and prospects while preserving
valuable margin dollars for your business.
And when the Full Line Catalog offering is too broad, S.P. Richards’ Select Preferred Catalog
and its mix of 10,000 items provide a compelling alternative that highlights the wholesaler’s
Preferred Vendors and proprietary brands including the new Business Source brand.

New Select Choice Catalog Promotes Value and Improves Margin
New for 2011, S.P. Richards’ Select Choice Catalog combines the best of our Select and
Smart Choice Catalogs to present 3,000 of the most high-demand products from SPR’s
Preferred Vendor partners and a broad offering of proprietary brands.
The result: Customers get the choices and the savings they’re looking for, and you establish an aggressive price perception while enjoying healthy margins. An optional 32page furniture insert is also available.

continued on page 33
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Track up to 50 packages at a time with the FREE
Universal Package Tracker at avery.com/tracker.
Save time and money by reusing boxes and envelopes.
Avery® Shipping Labels with TrueBlock™ Technology
completely cover everything underneath.

Little things that work in a big way.™
© 2010 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of Avery Dennison
Corporation. All other brands are trademarks of their respective owners. Personal and company names and other information on samples depicted are
ﬁctitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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S.P. Richards Market Share Program - continued from page 32
Contract Catalog
If you’re looking for a proven account acquisition resource or a way to tackle the “Your
prices are too high” misconception head on, S.P. Richards’ Contract Catalog may just be
the answer.
The Contract Catalog is designed to aggressively prospect for new business or provide
existing customers contract pricing on their most frequently purchased items.
The Contract Catalog offers a mix of 600 key items featuring a solid blend of popular
manufacturer and S.P. Richards’ proprietary brands.

Specialty Catalogs and Flyers
A comprehensive selection of specialty catalogs and flyers is also available to reinforce
your positioning as an expert problem solver for your customers and a true resource
for more than just traditional office supplies. Options include:
n Furniture Catalog.
Approximately 5,000 in-stock furniture and furniture accessory items, plus an
expanded offering with the new FurnitureAdvantage section
n Furniture Showcase Flyer.
12-page promotional flyer, available quarterly, that showcases approximately
250 items
n Cleaning & Breakroom Catalog.
3,200 items with List Price and Standard Consumer Priced pricing options
continued on page 34
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S.P. Richards Market Share Program - continued from page 33
n Cleaning & Breakroom Flyer.
16-page promotional flyer, available quarterly, that showcases approximately 120
items
n Go Green Catalog.
Approximately 1,900 eco-friendly products including recycled items, energyefficient products, environmentally-safe cleaning supplies and more. Printed on
100% post-consumer material with soy-based ink and also available as an ecatalog to post on your dealership’s web site.
n School Supply Catalog.
Approximately 3,500 items, including school-specific products not featured in
the Full Line Catalog

Promotional Flyers
S.P. Richards’ promotional flyers are not only an effective tool for building product
category awareness and sales. They also are a great way to prospect, reactivate or
simply keep in touch with your existing customers. Options include:
n Quarterly Signature Series Flyer.
36 to 44 pages, with a special feature section each quarter (Q1: Technology,
Q2: Green Products, Q3: Furniture, Q4: Cause Marketing); Special
Calendars & Organizers flyer is available July-December
n Bargain Buys Flyer. The most aggressively priced flyer, available
quarterly, with promotional graphics and special sale prices to
continued on page 35

Organize your work your way with Avery®
NoteTabs™ Books and Label Pad Books.

Convenient books go where you go. Label Pads double
as a note and remove cleanly when done. With NoteTabs,
you can write, highlight and restick – durable tab on
see-thru backing lets you organize any document without
damaging the page.

Little things that work in a big way.™
© 2010 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes
are trademarks of Avery Dennison Corporation.
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S.P. Richards Market Share Program - continued from page 34
communicate super savings to your customers.
HTML versions also available.
n Flex Flyer.
Customization on steroids! Choose any of
the products from SPR’s Full Line Catalog,
set your own pricing and even set quantity
limits if you want. This flyer program lets you
prospect aggressively, promote specific
product categories or reach vertical
markets…the choice is yours. Available in
one, four and eight-page formats.
n Business Source Flyers.
The new Business Source flyers enable
you to custom price and print a
promotional tool ideal for prospecting or
introducing the newest addition to S.P.
Richards’ family of proprietary brands to
customers. Four pages, with new flyers
available quarterly.

continued on page 36

Avery is a proud partner in
Box Tops for Education®.

An Industry First!

Avery proudly offers Box Tops
for Education® coupons.

SHERPA® Style Desk & Wall Systems
Stunning, award-winning design in
gray and light blue. All components—
sleeves, sleeve frames, brackets and
desk stand—contain Bact-O-Clean®
and are antimicrobial*. Sleeves
have light blue frames; blue/
gray stand. The desk system
includes desk stand, sleeve
bracket, 10 sleeves and 10
snap-on tabs. The wall system
includes wall bracket with mounting hardware,
10 sleeves and 10 snap-on tabs.

*The antimicrobial statements differ between Europe
and the US.
Europe: DURABLE’s antimicrobial sleeves contain
POLYBATCH ABACT, approved by the EU as an
antimicrobial agent prohibiting microbial build-up,
eliminating possible transmission of bacteria and
viruses with 99.9% effectiveness.
USA: DURABLE antimicrobial sleeves contain
POLYBATCH ABACT, an EPA-approved antimicrobial agent that makes the
sleeves resistant to mold, mildew and odor-causing bacteria.
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Box Tops for Education has helped schools earn millions of
dollars for computers, art and music programs, books and more.

Little things that work in a big way.™
© 2010 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of
Avery Dennison Corporation. Box Tops for Education is a registered Trademark of General Mills used with permission. All other brands
are trademarks of their respective owners. Personal and company names and other information on samples depicted are ﬁctitious. Any
resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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S.P. Richards Market Share Program - continued from page 35
n Create-A-Flyer.
Choose a theme, select your
products and set your pricing with
this popular web-based program.
Features include your choice from
all of S.P. Richards’ inventoried
items, streamlined search
functionality, custom image upload
capability and more.
n Promotional Flyer Library.
Choose from a variety of
downloadable flyers. Just enter
your sales prices, add your contact
information and you’re ready to
copy and distribute.

Electronic Marketing Resources
Make sure you’re offering your customers
an online shopping experience that’s just as
good, if not better, than anything your competitors might have available by putting the

power of S.P. Richards’ e-marketing to work
for your dealership.

very best in e-content, search and navigation functionality.

The Engage program offers you a gallery of
professionally designed email templates
that includes product category promotions,
going green, new products and more.

Deliver more accurate search results, reduce clicks, and provide rich media features
that link to product demonstrations, special
offers, revolving product images, warranties, assembly instructions, suggested
accessories and more to create a superior
online shopping experience that positions
your dealership as a true technology leader.

Use it in conjunction with printed catalogs
and flyers to build relationships with customers and prospects through special offers, savings, helpful hints and contests and
drive traffic to your web site.
And the newly enhanced Evolve program
lets you take your print publications to the
next level by linking your web site to your
online catalogs and flyers.
Customers can flip the pages as they would
with a print catalog, zoom in and even build
an order and email it to you or with an integrated version, place items directly in your
shopping cart.

Put all this together with programs like the
Business Development Toolkit, ProductPro,
ImageBuilder promotional products offering
and the new PrintSmart managed print program and position yourself for a successful
2011.
To learn more about the S.P. Richards Market Share Development Program and what
it can do for your dealership, contact your
local S.P. Richards sales representative.

And when it comes to online shopping, the
S.P. Richards SearchPro program offers the

Make a great ﬁrst impression!
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Now available from
S.P. Richards
Badge ﬂexes with fabric and sticks ﬁrmly!
 New peel-away design lets name badges separate
from printed sheet – backing remains intact until
ready to use
 Printable and writable - ink jet and laser compatible
 Durable adhesive is safe for most fabrics

800-543-0550
0 www
www.ghent.com
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Little things that work in a big way.™
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S.P. Richards’
Office Furniture Program
Helping Dealers Make the Most
of an Improving Market
continued on page 38

S.P. Richards Market Share Program - continued from page 37
After several tough years, all the indications for 2011 point to a rebounding office furniture market and S.P. Richards’
expanded office furniture program is
designed to help independents make
the most of it!
S.P. Richards’ 2011 Furniture Catalog
features the entire assortment of furniture found in the Full Line Catalog,
plus more than 4,000 additional items
available through their new FurnitureAdvantage program.
FurnitureAdvantage gives dealers
access to thousands of additional
quick ship furniture items. Orders
from multiple manufacturers are
consolidated and shipped together, making the ordering and
delivery process more efficient
than ever.
continued on page 39

Harvest. The look of things to come.

Harvest is HON’s latest ﬁnish option. Its softer, more subtle
woodgrain delivers a higher-end look at an affordable price.
Available in laminate and veneer, Harvest replaces our
Medium Oak ﬁnish in January 2011.

© 2010 The HON Company
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S.P. Richards Market Share Program - continued from page 38
Plus, dealers receive factory-direct pricing on FurnitureAdvantage products, enabling them to be extremely
competitive.
Features include:
n Over 4,000 furniture items available in 7 to 10 business days
n Orders can be placed via EDI
n One invoice and one payable for all manufacturers
n One consolidated S.P. Richards delivery
n 27 manufacturers and 30 brands
n One consistent discount at factory-direct pricing
across all manufacturers
n No minimum order
n No annual marketing fees (100 catalog order required)
n Items featured in SPR print and online Furniture
Catalogs
n No membership fee, sales thresholds or upfront costs

continued on page 40
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S.P. Richards Market Share Program - continued from page 39
Additional supporting elements of the 2011 S.P. Richards furniture program include:
n Furniture Showcase Flyer.
12-page promotional flyer,
available quarterly, that features
approximately 250 items and
reinforces dealer message of
exceptional selection and
excellent prices when it comes
to office furniture.
n Design Made Easy2.
Shows customers how furniture
will look within their office
environment, with 360-degree
rotatable views, product zoom,
interactive 3D planning, color
swatching and more!
To learn more about S.P.
Richards 2011 Office Furniture
Marketing Program, contact
your local S.P. Richards sales
representative.

Experience Great
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2011:
The
Opportunity
is Here—
The Time
is Now
By Bill Kuhn

In my columns last December and January, I predicted 2010 would become the
year of opportunity for the independent
dealer and the year of implosion for the
big box players. Little did I realize, however, how quickly and dramatically both of
these trends would play out.
I’m not surprised by what has happened
to the big box players. But I did not expect
the speed at which the major buying
groups and wholesalers—along with technology providers—would act to benefit the
independent dealer community.
Additionally, NOPA’s ongoing advocacy
efforts exceeded expectations in terms of
their effectiveness helping dealers and
their channel partners in all government
sectors (federal, state, and local) secure
important new contracts.
The playing field has changed. The independent dealer community and others in
the distribution channel have regrouped
and re-established their position and imDECEMBER 2010

portance, which makes this article one of
the most exciting and satisfying columns
I’ve had the pleasure of writing in years.

The Big Box Players
The heyday of the big boxes is history (although don’t totally discount Staples).
They believed they would take over the industry, only to now find they have self-destructed.
Their market share is declining, and they
have had severe cutbacks, store closings,
and reduced product selection, along with
highly publicized legal, pricing, and mismanagement issues. Two of the three majors have had their CEOs recently resign
or step down.
But it’s a lot more than that. The big box
players are primarily failing because they
misread customer buying habits, are inflexible, accept high turnover and limited
experience from staff and believe they can
get by with impersonal customer service.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Before writing this column, I visited each
of the three majors this past month—I
wasn’t surprised by their quite incompetent service.
I could add a dozen other factors to their
vulnerabilities, but why? 2010 has been
the year of the pre-emptive strike by independents.

Buying Groups and Wholesalers
Wholesalers and buying groups working
together (is.group and United Stationers,
TriMega and S.P. Richards) have made this
a most significant year.
Collaboration has provided new marketing
tools, resources, training and technology
that have helped the independent dealer
to once again become viable and powerful. It has given the independent dealer expanded access to national accounts, and
is.group’s new $500 million supplies concontinued on page 42
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The time is now... - continued from page 41
tract with the U.S. Communities organization—which Office Depot had held for so
many years—will certainly be a nice boost
for many dealerships.
These changes, and other opportunities
provided by the buying groups and wholesalers as they support their dealer networks, mean that it’s time for dealers to
evaluate the new landscape and conduct
a clear-eyed assessment of what direction
is best for their organizations going forward.
Identifying the various opportunities and
choices now available and determining
how each one will affect the dealership,
both positively and negatively, may take
some time, but it will be time well invested
in future success.

The Monkey Is On Your Back
So, all is well and good (or at least getting
better), but the dealer community cannot
merely exploit the weaknesses of the big
box players and rely on the wholesalers
and buying groups to solve all their problems. What is required of you?
As I’ve written in previous columns, independent dealer success depends upon a
disproportionate contribution to customer-added value and proven competitor
differentiation.
You will now need to focus on outsmarting
other local supply dealers, not just the
major players. It will require the building of
even stronger and closer relationships
with your dealer groups and wholesalers.
It also means being highly efficient in
terms of operations and technology, and
strategic positioning from a marketing and
sales perspective.
It’s still all about the customer. Your sales
staff must be well-educated on the products and services you offer, and excel in
understanding your market and cultivating
personal relationships with customers.
There are numerous product and service
opportunities (just read the dealer stories
and profiles in INDEPENDENT DEALER).
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For example, look at the increase in
jan/san sales for many dealers in a short
period of time. What’s next on the horizon? Perhaps, as some are doing, it’s the
bundling of products and services to increase revenue and improve gross margin
percentages.
“Buy local” is once again becoming more
prominent and that also spells opportunity
for independents. In difficult economic
times, local communities want to support
the businesses in their area, and every
community today needs every tax dollar it
can get.
Supporting your community financially
and participating in community organizations take on added significance.
Success will also depend on how talented
and educated your workforce is. And
don’t write off the millennials. Many of
them are difficult to manage, but as a
group, they are getting a bad rap.
They are smart, educated, technologically
literate, and more self-aware than any
generation before them.
They are willing to work hard, if they see a
reason to do so. They are our next workforce generation.
Don’t overlook your cash constraints. We
are still in a period of economic uncertainty, with many dealers lacking liquidity.
Tough times eat up cash; growth sometimes consumes cash as well. Have
someone in your organization directly responsible for managing cash flow and
maintaining a cash reserve.
Finally, and I’ve emphasized this before,
success will require fast action (speed),
skill (the talent within your organization),
change (and the emotional willingness to
change), flexibility (to quickly adapt to any
internal or external situation) and resiliency
(to bounce back, scrap, and scrape).
If you haven’t yet read the book, It’s Not
the Big That Eat the Small, It’s the Fast
That Eat the Slow, by Jennings and
Haughton, by all means get yourself a
copy and make time to read it. It’s a great
INDEPENDENT DEALER

primer in how to use speed as a competitive weapon.
All of these challenges will separate successful dealers from the unsuccessful
ones and now is the time to be working on
ways to make sure your dealership ends
up in the right camp!

Strategic Thinking
and Planning for 2011
As you enter 2011, ask yourself the following questions:
n Have you and your leadership
team developed a strategic mindset—thinking that is conceptual, critical, objective and visionary?
n Do you have the capacity—structure, number of employees, facility,
capital and cash—to achieve your
goals?
n Do you have the capability—skills,
talent and competencies—to
achieve your goals?
n Can you identify the critical factors that are required to make your
dealership successful?
n Can you describe your company
as one that excels in agility, flexibility
and resiliency?
If you haven’t read NOPA chairman Chip
Jones’s “The Last Word” column in the
October issue of INDEPENDENT DEALER,
find it and read it.
As Chip states, we’re at a time of renaissance for the independent dealer. The opportunity is here. The time is now, and it’s
yours for the taking.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn &
Associates, is a noted industry consultant,
writer, and speaker with over 35 years of
industry experience. He consults with
dealer principals and their management
teams in areas of strategic planning, leadership and organizational development,
marketing, financial management, valuation and merger/acquisition. For more information, contact Bill by phone
303-322-8233, fax 303-331-9032, or
e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.
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Take the Second Shot!
By Troy Harrison

I get a lot of inquiries asking me about my
“Number One tip” for increasing business.
This is, a very complex subject that requires a lot of detail. But there is one quick
tip I always send along that can help people in any phase of business or even their
lives. And that is:

Take the second shot.

(NOTE: This is an imperfect cal—there’s a
step missing—but it’s typical of a decent
tele-prospecting call.)
PROSPECT: “Sorry, I’m not interested.”
About half the time a customer says this,
they’ll hang up on you. No second-shot
opportunity exists on those calls.

The reason I focus on a second shot,
rather than a third or fourth, is that most
salespeople are easily put off.

But, the other half of the time, they’ll hang
on and wait for the salesperson to say
something weak like, “Uh, thanks anyway.”

While the public image of salespeople is
that of the bulldog that never lets go, the
truth is far different.

If you say that, you’re done. Instead, let’s
take the second shot:

Most salespeople are perfectly willing to
take the first “No” rather than battle a bit
for the win.
That’s a shame, because a lot of opportunity lies beyond the first “No.” Let’s look
at this in context.
The context will be the tele-prospecting
phone call, which I still believe is the core
skill of B2B new business generation.
Let’s imagine a call from a salesperson
selling copiers:
SALESPERSON: “Hi, Mr. Prospect, this is
Salesperson Jim from Pretty Darn Awesome Office Supply Company. We have
just released some new technology that
can drastically reduce your per-page printing and copying costs, while actually increasing the quality of your paper
documents. Could we meet next week
and see if there is a fit between your company’s needs and this new technology?”
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SALESPERSON: “I don’t blame you for
not being interested. I’ve set up a lot of
customers on this technology already, and
I’ve found that the customers didn’t really
have any interest until they understood
what my software could do, how they
could reduce expenses and at the same
time build their customer image through
better documents. Would it be worth, say,
20 minutes of your time to at least know
what those customers now know? If
there’s a fit, I’ll tell you, and if there isn’t a
fit, I’ll even tell you that. Fair enough?”
Second shot taken. You’ve now given the
prospect a better window into why he or
she should take the appointment, and
perhaps even aroused a bit of curiosity.
Here’s the thing: Whatever your chance of
getting an appointment on the second
shot, it’s better than the zero you’d have if
you bailed out at the first ‘No.’

ratio of contacts-to-appointments (let’s
say you normally get one appointment for
every five contacts), you’ll increase that by
20 to 30% with a good second shot effort.
Of course, even though this sounds good,
it doesn’t come for free.
You have to have a game plan. You need
to anticipate common objections, have responses ready and be very focused on the
conversation.
This technique doesn’t limit itself to cold
calls, either. Final objections, job hunting,
getting a raise, getting a date—all of these
can be improved by focusing on the second shot. Just keep in mind these steps:
n Be prepared. Know the objections
and the common responses.
n Create a “win” for the other party by
accepting your second shot.
Take extra shots with great care. Two
makes you persistent, more can make you
a pest, depending on the situation (the farther into the sales process you are, the
more persistent you should be).
Finally, remember that there are some objections that cannot and should not be
overcome. Use good judgment, and don’t
sell bad business.

Troy Harrison is a sales consultant, trainer, and the
author of “Sell Like You Mean It!” Learn more and
subscribe to his weekly E-Zine, the HotSheet, at
www.SalesForceSolutions.net.

A good rule of thumb is that whatever your
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Get Onboard with
Customer Onboarding
By Bill Leinweber

Have you ever witnessed this phenomenon
before: Your sales rep woos a new client for
months, maybe years. The rep presents all
the benefits of buying from your dealership,
gives a tour of your facility, introduces the
prospect to management and performs all
the requisite steps that a long courtship entails. Finally the client takes the plunge and
goes from prospect to customer and the orders start rolling in. Yay!
Then, by some strange twist of Murphy’s
Law, one error after another occurs with
your new customer. A package is left behind
containing the name badges for an impor-

tant meeting. A delivery driver leaves packages in the wrong location. The main buyer
calls customer service and the agent misspells the name and can’t find the customer
in the system. The samples that the sales
rep promised never arrive.
The new customer calls your sales rep asking what the heck is going on. The sales
manager runs to your company president
saying, “We’re messing up this new customer’s orders!”
Chaos ensues. Everyone is on “high alert,”
stressed and angry. The customer goes
from prospect to customer, to customer at

risk and then to former customer in the blink
of an eye—a costly, painful experience for
all involved.

What went wrong?
Your error rate isn’t unusually high, your customer service folks are knowledgeable and
friendly, your systems work.
I’ll never understand why multiple errors occur
rapid-fire to one customer but it seems to
happen when the customer has the least tolerance.
Customers are much more forgiving after a
solid rapport is developed over time, but in the

Here’s a sample of some suggested contact events:
Contact Trigger

Contact Owner

Action / Results

Customer Implementation

Onboarding Administrator

All cross-functional teams are notified of new
customer details in daily huddles. Welcome
Kit shipped.

Orders Placed + 2 days

Customer Service

For first 30 days, call all or random end users
to ensure orders are received accurately.
Review returns policy.

End of Week 1

Operations Manager

Contact main buyer or receiving manager at
customer, review delivery performance.

First Invoices Sent + 5 days

Billing Manager

Contact customer accounts payable, review
bill format, payment options, Q & A

End of Week 2

Sales Rep or Sales Manager

Contact main buyer for feedback.

End of Week 3

Warehouse or Delivery Manager

Contact main buyer or receiving manager,
review delivery performance.

End of Week 4

Customer Service Manager

Contact main buyer to report on order audits.

End of Week 6

CEO/Owner

Contact main buyer or purchasing leader,
thank customer for their business.
continued on page 45
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Customer Onboarding - continued from page 44
earliest days of your customer’s experience,
the buyer is still wondering if they made the
right decision to buy from you.
Early on in the relationship, errors are only
magnified and customers may retreat
quickly. That’s why it’sm important to have
in place a Customer Onboarding Program
that can put your business “on best behavior” with new customers.
The purpose of a Customer Onboarding
Program is to consciously shift the business
into a proactive mode for new customer
recognition and outreach.
The program puts an organizational focus on
new customers at the beginning of their experience rather than waiting until errors occur.
The program is designed so that the business
also communicates with key customer contacts at defined intervals. Your program may
include 100% order check and other audits.
For optimal results, a strong onboarding
program must be backed by a thorough
customer implementation program, customer setup audits, and excellent internal
communications.

The basic components of a Customer
Onboarding Program are:
n Establish a temporary systematic
flag in your system, so that all
departments can see the new
customer on screen and on
warehouse documents.
n Create your onboarding quality
audits and contact schedule, including
cross-functional leaders.
n Include touch points triggered by
both transactions and time.
n Assign an Administrator as a central
“gatekeeper” to make sure touch
points occur.
n Establish a reporting protocol so the
Administrator can report onboarding
status weekly to management.
n Train all employees on the program
and their responsibilities, so that
everyone knows how to recognize a
new customer and so task-related
expectations are clear.
n Include a Customer Onboarding
update in your regular management
meetings.

Open Enrolllmen
l nt through December 15th

Design a program that fits your business
model. You may have different contact
schedules for small and larger clients with
more or less contacts than shown in the
sample.
If you outsource delivery, then let your your
third-party provider know how to recognize
new customers and define your expectations. Make program adjustments as
needed based on internal/external customer
feedback.
A new customer onboarding program doesn’t mean you focus on new customers at the
expense of loyal existing ones. Quite the
contrary.
You may be pleasantly surprised at the renewed focus your employees have on all
customers and experience a noticeable shift
towards an even more customer-centric culture. Welcome Aboard!
Bill Leinweber is Chief Experience Officer and Owner of
Landmark Experience LLC, a consulting practice where
he helps clients drive customer loyalty by developing
memorable and meaningful customer experience. Bill’s
own experience began in retail and includes nine years
with independent stationer Contemporary Office Products
in Cleveland and eleven years with Corporate Express. For
more information, visit www.LandmarkExperience.com.

Open Enrollment
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Really Living
Means Risking;
Are You Ready?
By Tom Buxton

There once was a very cautious
man, who never laughed or
played.
He never took a risk, he never
sang or prayed.
And when he one day passed
away, his insurance was denied.
For since he never really lived,
they claimed he never died.
Author unknown

During this past year, I have encountered a great number of owners, sales managers and sales people in our industry who gave
up taking risks long ago.
Their memories of aborted promotions or ineffective sales strategies have left them fearful for the future, but unwilling to bet what
they have left on improving their offerings or their skills.
Often this has resulted in dealerships that still have a pulse, but
are waiting for some sort of miracle to save them. For most, that
miracle will never come.
However, this year I have also been privileged to meet a number
of folks in our industry who are excited about prospects for themselves and for their businesses.
They saw the poor financial performance by some members of
the big box community and enthusiastically embraced the notion
that there is more ability to grow profitably as an independent than
ever before.
Hundreds of former big box sales people and executives have
joined our ranks in recent years, because they see the potential
for growth and unlimited opportunity.
continued on page 47
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Are You Ready? - continued from page 46
Having been forced out (in many cases)
from their prior positions, they have had to
risk everything in order to find a way to
feed their families and remain in this great
industry.
Most of the folks I have met are succeeding in their new ventures, because they are
good at what they do and because they
can’t afford to fail.

How about you?
As you face 2011 are you merely “treading
water” or have you decided to change
your perspective and learn to risk?
With the likes of WB Mason and HiTouch
expanding across most of the country, the
luxury of staying the same may not be
available to you much longer.
They will challenge the status quo in the
office products industry, just as our larger
competitors did in the past.
Just remember, you can live through their
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price-based competition, just as those of
us who thrived during the ’80s and ’90s
were able to grow in spite of the big box
players. But, you will need to risk!
Will your offering be based on price, or can
you differentiate your company’s services?
Will you rely on relationship-based selling
or create a hunter/farmer methodology to
imitate the competition?
Will you ask for assistance from your wholesalers, buying groups, vendors and yes,
even consultants, or do you have the energy
and desire to create a plan of your own?
2011 will be a year of change for each of
us in the United States and in the office
products industry. Embrace change, be
willing to risk and you can be extremely
successful.
In 2008, motivational speaker Denis Waitley was quoted in a sermon titled “Extravagant Opportunity”. His quote profoundly
affected me and I’d like to close by shar-
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ing it with you:
“Life is inherently risky. There is only
one big risk you should avoid at all
costs, and that is the risk of doing
nothing. And to not try because of the
risk of failure is even more foolish.
“Failure should be our teacher, not our
undertaker. Failure is delay, not defeat.
It is a temporary detour, not a dead
end. Failure is something we can
avoid only by saying nothing, doing
nothing and being nothing.”
May you and your family have a wonderful
Holiday Season and a Merry Christmas,
Happy Hanukkah, Kwanzaa or whatever
type of celebration is important to you.

Tom Buxton is founder and CEO of InterBizGroup,
a consulting firm that works with independent
office products dealers to help increase sales
and profitability, For more information, visit
www.interbizgroup.com.
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Three Costly Mistakes NOT to Make When
Hiring a Sales Manager
By Krista Moore

I’m often asked, “What is the number one
differentiator between independents who
are slow to grow and those that are thriving, gaining market and growing rapidly?”
The answer: effective sales leadership.

forced to let them go—at a considerable
loss of time and money.

We see examples of this everywhere. All
too often, we also see how lack of sales
leadership can affect all aspects of a business, hindering its ability to experience
and sustain growth.

Here’s an important thing to keep in mind:
Sales leadership is not a person, position,
or title. Sales leadership is the positive result of effective actions.

We understand how many small businesses hit a pivotal point in their business
growth where they are faced with a difficult decision: to hire or not to hire a dedicated sales manager.
It’s a difficult decision that comes with legitimate concerns and legitimate risks: the
expense to the business, the additional
overhead, fear of the unknown and the
lack of confidence or ability to find the
perfect candidate.
To avoid it, many business owners tend to
play the sales manager role, but others
struggle with executing sales strategies,
motivating salespeople and holding others
accountable.
We’ve also seen the frustration and disappointment of dealers who hire a sales
manager, only to see them quit or be
DECEMBER 2010

Did they really hire the wrong person for
the job? Or, did they fail to give the right
person the opportunity to succeed?

Don’t be fooled by titles. Your candidates
may have been Sales Managers, Directors, or Vice Presidents of Sales in their
former lives—with apparent success—but
that’s no guarantee for success in your
particular company and for your particular
culture at this particular time.
When hiring a sales manager, here are
what we consider the three costly mistakes you must avoid:
n Setting Your Sales Manager Up for
Failure. Of course, no one intentionally
sets up his or her sales manager for failure, especially after one has made the difficult decision to take this step.
But if a business owner is hiring a sales
manager for the first time, he’s also leading one for the first time as well. And often,
the independent doesn’t realize the importance of giving his new sales manager
INDEPENDENT DEALER

clearly defined job responsibilities, clear
direction and clearly communicated expectations.
Instead, some business owners think,
“This is an experienced sales manager; he
should know what to do.” Or, worse, “I’m
paying this person a lot of money, he
should know what to do. I don’t have time
to tell him how to do his job.”
There is such a thing as “managing managers.” It’s an art and not something to be
taken lightly. If you’re going to make the investment in hiring a sales manager for your
business, be prepared to meet your own
responsibilities as a leader and manager.
Recognize the important of effective communications, of staying connected. Recognize that even the most successful
manager needs motivation, direction,
recognition and leadership. Failing that,
you may be setting up your new sales
manager for failure.
n Giving Your Sales Manager Responsibility Without Authority. We have seen
this mistake often. A new sales manager
comes aboard and the business owner instructs him, “You can manage this group
of sales people, but leave my more seacontinued on page 49
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Mistakes not to make... - continued from page 48
soned, veteran sales people alone.”
Suddenly, the sales team is divided. The
sales manager feels undermined and a
manager in name only.
Here’s another frequent example of the
same mistake: The business owner gives
the sales manager the responsibility for
building a sales team, but not the authority
to hire, fire, or change compensation
plans for certain individuals.
Subsequently, the sales manager lacks
the authority to drive his own success,
meet his obligations and control his fate.
Granting a sales manager the responsibility to manage and lead the sales team is
not easy for some business owners;
they’re turning over authority that was
once theirs.
As a business owner, you need to be careful and respectful of your sales manager’s
position. You have to avoid overriding his
decisions. You can never, ever talk negatively about your sales manager in front of

other employees or allow salespeople to
come directly to you to get answers. You
need to cede authority and demonstrate
trust and give your sales manager the full
opportunity to be successful.
n Hiring From a Pool of One. This is a
frequent and costly mistake, but easily
avoided. If you’re going to make the significant investment in this critical position—one that could potentially be the
rocket fuel for your business—then put the
time, attention and true investment in the
hiring and selection process.
If you’re not sure how to do it, go outside
the company for professional assistance
and guidance. Avoid the first candidate
who comes along with a halo or list of
gaudy credentials or a friend of a friend,
or—the perennial bad hire—a relative. Our
article for next month’s INDEPENDENT
DEALER will offer some suggestions for
ways of going about the hiring process.

best sales manager in the world to take
your company to the next level of achievement.
If that person isn’t already part of your
company and you can’t be that person
yourself, then it’s time to take the plunge
and hire a sales manager.
But be prepared. Your part of this commitment involves more than just providing a
computer, a desk and a phone. It’s up to
you to give your new sales manager the
freedom, leadership and guidance to be a
success.

Krista Moore is president of K Coaching, LLC,
an executive coaching and consulting practice
that has helped literally hundreds of independent dealers maximize their full potential
through enhancing their sales strategies, sales
training and leadership development. For more
information, visit the K Coaching web site at
www.kcoaching.com.

Remember, you’re looking for the absolute
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